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Facets of Unity  presents the Enneagram of Holy Ideas as a crystal clear window on the 
true reality experienced in enlightened consciousness. Here we are not directed toward the 
psychological types but the higher spiritual realities they reflect. We discover how the 
disconnection from each Holy Idea leads to the development of its corresponding fixation, 
thus recognizing each types deeper psychological core. Understanding this core brings 
each Holy Idea within reach, so its spiritual perspective can serve as a key for unlocking 
the fixation and freeing us from its limitations.
A.H. Almaas presents "the holy ideas" that are the spiritual realities of the nine personality 
types that the Enneagram reflects. For those unfamiliar with the Enneagram, he includes 
an introduction to the structure of psychological typecasting rediscovered by Oscar Ichazo, 
founder of the Arica School, who gives this book its high credentials by having written the 
Foreword. While other books on the subject explain the different characteristics and 
behaviors of each of the nine fixations or types, Almaas expounds here on how the 
disconnection from each holy idea leads to the development of its corresponding fixation. 
Then he provides keys to unlock them. For example, the "seven" type's holy idea is "holy 
wisdom," which Ichazo defines as "The awareness that reality exists as a succession of 
moments, each experienced as the present, and that it is only by existing in the present 
that the constant unfolding of the Cosmos can be experienced ... can real work be done, 
and results achieved." --Randall CohanA. H. Almaas is the pen name of Hameed Ali, the 
Kuwaiti-born originator of the Diamond Approach, who has been guiding individuals and 
groups in Colorado, California, and Europe since 1976. He is the author of Spacecrusier 
Inquiry, The Pearl Beyond Price, Facets of Unity, and other books.  
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Yoga Journal, For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the 
balance and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal 
strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their 
bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics 
such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.
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